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The Sultan's Renegades - Tobias P. Graf 2017
The figure of the renegade - a European Christian or Jew who had
converted to Islam and was now serving the Ottoman sultan - is
omnipresent in all genres produced by those early modern Christian
Europeans who wrote about the Ottoman Empire. 'The sultan's
renegades' inserts these 'foreign' converts into the context of Ottoman
elite life to reorient the discussion of these individuals away from the
present focus on their exceptionality, towards a qualified appreciation of
their place in the Ottoman imperial enterprise and the Empire's relations
with its neighbors in Christian Europe. Drawing heavily on Central
European sources, this study highlights the deep political, religious, and
cultural entanglements between the Ottoman Empire and Christian
Europe beyond the Mediterranean Basin as the 'shared world' par
excellence.
23 Things To Do Before You are 11 1/2 - Mike Warren 2015-08-03
An essential guide to activities a child can enjoy with their parents or
grandparents. From understanding basic woodworking skills to
constructing a kite, the reader will also learn about the science and eco
side of invention. Activities are broken down into easy steps and
technical information comes alive in bite-size facts. Dare-devils can make
stilts, a rope ladder, and even a go-cart! Budding adventurers will learn
how to put together a survival bag, campfile and fishing net. Aspiring
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conservationists can build their own bird nesting box and wormery.
Outdoor activities have never been such fun, and if it's raining there are
plenty of other fun things to do!
1000 Things to Draw - Kirsteen Robson 2015-10-01
A thousand irresistible things to draw, with hundreds more opportunities
for drawing, doodling and decorating.
The Fundamentals of Drawing - Barrington Barber 2005-01-10
Anyone with a little persistence and the desire can learn to draw well this is the starting point for The Fundamentals of Drawing, a practical
and comprehensive course for students of all abilities. Opportunities for
practice and improvement are offered across a wide spectrum of subjects
- still life, plants, landscapes, animals, figure drawing and portraiture and supported by demonstrations of a broad range of skills and
techniques, including perspective and composition. The methods used in
The Fundamentals of Drawing have been practised through the centuries
by art students and professional artists. They are time-honoured and
proven. Barrington Barber brings his invaluable expertise as a working
artist and teacher to the task of showing you how to use them effectively
to create successful drawings. No matter what your level of expertise,
you will find his clear approach encouraging and his way of teaching
inspirational.
The Usborne Big Doodling Book - Fiona Watt 2012-06-01
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This fun and stylish book is full of exciting things to doodle. Add beaks
and hats to penguins, dials and lights to robots, patterns and tongues to
snakes, and lot's lot's more.
Impara a Disegnare Per I Bambini - Clever Kiddo Press 2021-10-25

sugar was scarce and expensive. Bee-keeping was therefore a common
activity in Anatolian, Balkan and Syrian villages. For clothing and the
outfitting of dwellings, animals also were indispensable: the wool from
local sheep served to make cloaks and vests of different qualities, to say
nothing of the kelims and carpets that made the reputation of towns like
Uşak or Gördes in western Anatolia. Animals were also the principal
source of motor energy: in many places horses drove the mills where the
inhabitants ground their flour. Most importantly, animals were
indispensable to peasants as oxen drew the plough. Throughout Anatolia
moreover, ox-drawn carts were common; and in eighteenth- and
nineteenth century Istanbul, women often went to the picnic grounds
surrounding the city in such conveyances, gaily decorated for the
occasion. In a less peaceful vein, before the late 1700s most gunpowder
was also a product of horse-driven mills. Well-to-do travellers, but also
the Ottoman court and army made extensive use of horses. The sultans'
rapid conquest of south-eastern and a sizeable chunk of central Europe
would have been impossible without the famous cavalry of sipahis. Fine
horses were a source of prestige, and expensive: to celebrate these
prized possessions their owners often spent a great deal of money on
saddles, saddlecloth and bridles ...
The Sigh - Marjane Satrapi 2011-12-07
From the author of Persepolis, comes this illustrated fairy tale. Rose is
one of three daughters of a rich merchant who always brings gifts for his
girls from the market. One day Rose asks for the seed of a blue bean, but
he fails to find one for her. She lets out a sigh in resignation, and her
sigh attracts the Sigh, a mysterious being that brings the seed she
desired to the merchant. But every debt has to be paid, and every gift
has a price, and the Sigh returns a year later to take the merchant's
daughter to a secret and distant palace.
Baby's Very First Slide and See Farm - Fiona Watt 2015-07-24
A new strand in the ever-expanding and hugely popular Baby's Very First
series. This engaging, interactive board book is specially designed for
very young children. It's full of vivid colours, stylish illustrations and
friendly farm animals. Simple slider mechanisms allow the pictures to be

Flight of Eagles - Jack Higgins 2011-11-10
Born in the United States but separated since they were boys, twin
brothers Max and Harry Kelso found themselves fighting on opposite
sides when the Second World War broke out, Max as one of the
Luftwaffe’s most feared pilots, Harry as a Yank ace in the RAF...
The Usborne Book of Art Projects - Fiona Watt 2005-08-15
Offers creative ideas for all kinds of art projects and teaches about
brushes, papers, special effects, and using different paints, pastels, inks,
crayons, and other media.
Getting Started with Arduino - Massimo Banzi 2011-09-13
Presents an introduction to the open-source electronics prototyping
platform.
Great Expectations - Charles Dickens 1881
One of the finest novels by iconic British author Charles Dickens, this
Victorian tale follows the good-natured orphan Pip as he makes his way
through life. As a boy, Pip crosses paths with a convict named Magwitch,
a man who will heavily influence Pip’s adulthood. Meanwhile, the earnest
young man falls for the beautiful Estella, the adoptive daughter of the
affluent and eccentric Miss Havisham. Widely considered to be Dickens's
last great book, the story is steeped in romance and features the writer's
familiar themes of crime, punishment, and societal struggle.
Animals and People in the Ottoman Empire - Suraiya Faroqhi 2010
Açıklama : Similarly to members of other pre-industrial and industrial
societies, the subjects of the Ottoman sultans depended on the animals
they raised and whether they liked it or not, certain non-domestic
animals sharing their home environments had a profound impact on their
lives as well. Numerous topics await discussion: quite apart from milk,
yoghurt and cheese, honey was in great demand, as it was one of the
principal sweeteners in a world where sweet foods were popular yet cane
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transformed, as a monkey swings through the trees, a fish changes its
spots and more.
Pirate Blood - Eugenio Pochini 2021-05-18
Golden age of piracy. Johnny spends his childhood in Port Royal. Its
alleys are populated with adventurers, throat cutters and prostitutes:
everyone is looking for fortune among the inns and the decks. The boy
finds out once the existence of a mysterious treasure... and everything
changes suddenly. Forced to join the terrible pirate Barbanera's crew,
Johnny will have to face a lot of dangers, between cruel boardings,
scaring native tribes and dark omens, putting his life at risk and trying to
fulfill his destiny.Eugenio Pochini: after obtaining his Bachelor of Arts
Degree at La Sapienza University in Rome, he began working in the
Italian theatre and cinema industry. Pirate Blood is his first novel, winner
of the ”International Golden Books Awards 2019” in ”Best Plot
Category”.
Italian Project 1a - Telis Marin 2013
The Italian project 1 is the first level of a modern multimedia course of
Italian language. Suitable to adolescent and adult students. It provides a
balanced information, with pleasant and amusing conversation and
useful grammatical examples. Introduces students to modern Italy and
its culture.
Italian grammar in practice - Susanna Nocchi 2002
"A book for English-speaking students who want to practice Italian
grammar in a complete and successful way. All the main rules of Italian
are clearly illustrated with essential grammar tables. The exercises,
quizzes and games not only train the students to use language, but also
provide them with interesting information about Italian life, society,
culture and history ... Idioms, slang and typical expressions of spoken
Italian are also presented and practiced ... The volume has answer
keys."--Éditeur.
Black Cat, White Cat - Silvia Borando 2015
A black cat who only ever goes out during the day and a white cat who
only goes out at night meet in the middle and start a beautiful
relationship together.
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That's Not My Bunny... - Fiona Watt 2021-02-09
A brand new edition of this all-time best-selling title in Usborne's flagship
That's Not My ... series. This edition has added foiling for even more
tactile appeal!
Baby's Very First Slide and See Animals - Fiona Watt 2015-04
Part of a brand new series, from the team that brought you Baby's Very
First Play Books, this engaging, interactive board book is specially
designed for very young children, full of vivid colours, stylish illustrations
and friendly animals. Simple slider mechanisms allow a picture to be
transformed, as a bush baby peers out from his tree trunk home, some
meerkats pop up from their underground burrows, a monkey swings
through the trees.
Fairies - Stephen Cartwright 2010
Textured pages invite young readers to explore the world of fairies. On
board pages.
Disegno passo dopo passo. Megalibro - Fiona Watt 2017-05
Global Design History - Glenn Adamson 2011-03-15
Globalism is often discussed using abstract terms, such as ‘networks’ or
‘flows’ and usually in relation to recent history. Global Design History
moves us past this limited view of globalism, broadening our sense of this
key term in history and theory. Individual chapters focus our attention on
objects, and the stories they can tell us about cultural interactions on a
global scale. They place these concrete things into contexts, such as
trade, empire, mediation, and various forms of design practice. Among
the varied topics included are: the global underpinnings of Renaissance
material culture the trade of Indian cottons in the eighteenth-century the
Japanese tea ceremony as a case of ‘import substitution’ German design
in the context of empire handcrafted modernist furniture in Turkey
Australian fashions employing ‘ethnic’ motifs an experimental UKGhanaian design partnership Chinese social networking websites the
international circulation of contemporary architects. Featuring work
from leading design historians, each chapter is paired with a ‘response’,
designed to expand the discussion and test the methodologies on offer.
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An extensive bibliography and resource guide will also aid further
research, providing students with a user friendly model for approaches
to global design. Global Design History will be useful for upper-level
undergraduate and postgraduate students, academics and researchers in
design history and art history, and related subjects such as anthropology,
craft studies and cultural geography.
25 Holiday Postcards to Colour - Usborne Books Staff 2012-06
A book of tear-off postcards to colour and send to family and friends. It
features 25 different designs, from bees, beach huts, boats, butterflies
and balloons, to kites, campsites, cityscapes, sandcastles, flowers and
funfairs. Each fun picture to colour has a coloured background making
the cards easy for young children to complete.
Heroes of the Valley - Jonathan Stroud 2010
YA. Adventure fiction. Fantasy fiction. Listen then, and I'll tell you again
of the Battle of the Rock. But none of your usual wriggling, or I'll stop
before I've begun . . .Halli loves the old stories from when the valley was
a wild and dangerous place - when the twelve legendary heroes stood
together to defeat the ancient enemy, the bloodthirsty Trows. Halli longs
for adventure but these days the most dangerous thing in the valley is
boredom. He tries to liven things up by playing practical jokes. But when
one of his jokes goes too far, he reawakens an old blood feud and finds
himself on a hero's quest after all. Along the way he meets a ruthless
thief, a murderous rival, and a girl who may just be as fearless as he is .
Jonathan Stroud has created an epic saga with a funny, unique spin, and
an unforgettable anti-hero.
Harry Potter Poster Coloring Book - Scholastic Inc. 2016-03-29
From the heraldry of the four Hogwarts houses to the extravagant wares
of Weasleys’ Wizard Wheezes, the world of Harry Potter overflows with
radiant color. Featuring artwork from the hugely successful Harry Potter
Coloring Book and Harry Potter Creatures Coloring Book, this special
poster collection features twenty stunning, one-sided prints that are
perfect for coloring. From fan-favorite characters and scenes to
creatures and gorgeous patterns inspired by the wizarding world, each
detailed illustration is printed on high-quality card stock and can be
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easily removed for displaying. Includes two EXCLUSIVE images that you
can't find in any of the other coloring books!
The Florence Cathedral Dome. Originality, Proportion and Harmony Roberto Corazzi 2016
In The Shadow of The Sphinx - Lorenzo Taffarel 2013-02-14
123design Per La Stampa 3D - Paolo Aliverti 2014-02-18
Tutto quello che serve sapere per passare dal disegno all'oggetto
stampato. Impara a utilizzare 123Design per creare disegni adatti a
essere stampati con una stampante 3D. Scopri cos'e la stampa 3D e come
funzionano le stampanti. Un libro per chi si avvicina al mondo della
stampa 3D e non ha familiarita con un programma CAD. Il libro e in
formato A4.
Jingo Django - Sid Fleischman 2012-07-01
Jingo Hawks is out of luck when Mrs. Daggatt from the orphan house
hires him out as a chimney sweep to the awful General Dirty-Face
Scurlock. But it's gypsy luck that puts Jingo into the right chimney and
then into the care of the mysterious Mr. Peacock, who claims to know
Jingo's scoundrel father. Together they set out on a treasure hunt for
buried gold. But they are not alone. Those nasty gold diggers Mrs.
Daggatt and General Scurlock are hot on their trail.
The Secret History of Tom Trueheart - Ian Beck 2008-04-22
Will Tom ever have a story of his own? Tom Trueheart's six older
brothers are famous. They go on exciting quests in the Land of Stories to
complete tales the Story Bureau assigns them. Tom stays at home with
his mother. But when his brothers fail to return from their latest
adventures in time for Tom's twelfth birthday, a letter from the Story
Bureau arrives . . . addressed to Tom. Only he can venture into the Land
of Stories to find out why his brothers haven't completed their missions.
Tom packs his bags and kisses his mother good-bye. He's about to
discover a tale of his own. . . . How will it end?
Baby's Very First Slide and See Under the Sea - Fiona Watt
2015-06-22
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MiFID II. The book will cover both the original Directive and all the
changes and extensions brought about by MiFID II, how the directive will
impact firms and how they need to prepare for its implementation and
also how the directive interacts with other European and UK level
legislation.
Tales of Blue Water - Doyle A.C.
Arthur Conan Doyle (1859 – 1930) was an English writer best known for
his detective stories about Sherlock Holmes. “Tales of Blue Water” is a
collection of short stories about the sea. Mixing adventure, romance, and
humor, these tales present an interesting view of life in the sea.
On Rules - Gherardo Colombo 2015-11-13
When talking about justice, we mean more than its day-today
administration involving offi cials, institutions, and those most affected.
We also refer to an ideal: a set of basic values which guide living
together and infuse the distribution of rights and duties, options and
obligations, freedoms and restrictions. Losing this reference point means
the administration of justice will suffer too, by having lost its sense of
direction. With thirty years' experience in the Italian judiciary and
dozens of infl uential judicial inquiries to his name Gherardo Colombo
refl ects on the culture of justice and the profound meaning of rules.
Without respecting rules, we cannot live in society.
Drawing on the Right Side of the Brain - Betty Edwards 1989
Helps the reader gain access to right-brain functions, which affect
artistic and creative abilities, by teaching the skills of drawing through
unusual exercises designed to increase visual skills
Step-by-Step Drawing Book - Fiona Watt 2014
Children can create satisfying results every time with this clear, easy-tofollow, step-by-step drawing book. Young children will feel a real sense of
achievement mastering the simple drawing skills required to render a
range of animals, people and objects. With plenty of space in the book for
doing your own drawings.

An engaging, interactive board book, specially designed for very young
children, full of vivid colours, stylish illustrations and friendly sea
creatures. Simple slider mechanisms allow a picture to be transformed.
Brilliant for developing essential motor skills and hand-eye coordination.
Ten-Step Drawing: Animals - Heather Kilgour 2018-06-12
Featuring illustrated tutorials for drawing 75 different animals, Ten-Step
Drawing: Animals breaks down each subject into 10 simple steps. All you
need to get started is a pen or pencil and a piece of paper! With Ten-Step
Drawing: Animals, you will learn to create an awe-inspiring array of
different animals. Step by step, you will create creatures both wild (bald
eagle, armadillo, meerkat, dung beetle) and domesticated (donkey,
camel, duck, goat). The animals include those from the sea (whale, sea
turtle, jellyfish, walrus) and the woodland (snail, fox, raccoon, river
otter). Even learn to draw your favorite pets (cat, dog, rabbit, guinea
pig). Handy prompts encourage artistic individuality, and include helpful
tips for drawing other subjects not featured in the book. Ten-Step
Drawing: Animals is sure to encourage even the most reluctant amateur
artist to draw their heart out.
Global ELT - Dictionary of Synonyms - Andrew Betsis 2015-03-05
No other description available.
A Monetary History of the Ottoman Empire - Sevket Pamuk
2000-03-09
An important book on the monetary history of the Ottoman empire by a
leading economic historian.
Where the Heart Is - Satoe Tone 2016-05
Award-winning Japanese artist Satoe Tone's magical illustrations shine in
this story about two cats falling in love.
Public Law - Paul Reid 2015
A complete practitioner's guide to the provisions and practical
implications of the new Markets in Financial Instruments Directive,
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